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Item Operating Step Display Explanation 

Press “4/ MACHINE 
CONFIG”, then press “↓” 
until displays  

LOW.MSG X.XX. 

The LCD will show USE 
EXACT AMOUT if the 
the available coins in the 
coin changer falls below 
the value of “X.XX”. Short-Changes Setting 

Input the value for 
X.XX, for example 4.00 LOW.MSG 4.00. 

The LCD will display 
“USE EXACT AMOUT” 
when changes available 
in changer is less than 
$4.00 

Setting Max. Amount 
to be accepted when 
short of coins in  
changer  
(2.0 version only) 

Press “4/ MACHINE 
CONFIG”, then press “↓” 
until displays “ACC< $$ 
X.XX”, then input the 
value.   

ACC < $$ X.XX 

The “X.XX” tells how big 
a bill or coin to be 
accepted even though 
there is not enough 
change in the coin 
changer to cover all 
possible paybacks. 

Press “4/ MACHINE 
CONFIG”, then press “↓” 
until displays  

WIN OFF  or,  
WIN XXX 

XXX means Winner 
Mode on,  OFF means 
Winner Model off.  Winner  Mode Setting 

Press “Edit” WIN OFF  or,  
WIN XXX 

Shift between ON and 
OFF 

Winning Ratio Setting 
Input a value when 
displays “WIN XXX”, for 
example 100 

WIN 100 Means 1 prize available  
in 100 purchase.  

Please  “↓” when 
displays “WIN XXX”, 
until displays  

*. - - - - - - -  “-” can be one of A~F 
Setting products for 
Win 

Input letters from A~F, 
for example A C *. A - C - - - - 

Means prize will be 
available if purchasing 
products on tray A and C 

Press “4/ MACHINE 
CONFIG”, then press “↓” 
until displays  

FREE OFF Means free vending off Free Mode Setting 

Press “Edit” FREE ON Means free vending on 
Press “7/ PRODUCT 
CONFIG”, then press “↓” 
until displays  

Means that all selections 
(A - J) are available for 
vending Enable or Disable 

Trays 
Input letter from A~J, 
for example, DGHJ A.B.C.E.F. Means only tray-A,B,C,E 

&F are available for use. 
Press “7/ PRODUCT 
CONFIG”, then press “↓” 
until displays  

CPL MTRS  

Press” Edit”, or “A” A.A.A.A.A.A.A.A 
All motors on tray-A are 
correct and  work 
independently  

Couple Motors 

Input even numbers, for 
example 0 and 4.  +A.A.A.+A.A.A 

“+” means this motor is 
coupled to adjacent 
motor on right side.  

If machine is “CNF.2” or 
“CNF.3” (KM001), press 
“7/ PRODUCT CONFIG”, 
and“↓”, until displays 

 

E+F   4+4  or,  
E+F   2+4  

4+4 means all for drink 
CAN; 
2+4 means “E0” & “E2” 
for PET bottles.  

KM001 
Cooling Cabinet 

Setting 
(2.1 version only) 

Press” Edit” E+F   4+4  or,  
E+F   2+4 Make shift 

 





































Problem Symptom /Cause ix RemedyF

M
a
in

co
n

tro
l

b
o
a
rd

Machine beeps

when the door

closed showing,

error message.

Situations are as

described in

operator s guide'

1.reset power
2.correct the error by following

instructions shown on display

1.modify settings
2.repair or replace motor
3.repair of change connection

harness
4.repair or change MDB cable

harness
5.connect power cable or replace

battery
6.repair or replace the coin

mechanism
7.replace the main board with a

new one

1. -during no vend

period

2.not motors

available for using

3.malfunction on

motors or relative

connection is

abnormal

4.MDB cable harness

problem

5.24V power supply

problem

6.coin mechanism is

broken

7.problem in main

board

Display shows out
of service

vendor doesn t'

accept cash

customer unable

to purchase.

No display

disordered display
message

continuous

beeping sound

1.Power problem

2.display board

prolem

3.main control board

1.replace the switch with a new
one or adjust connection to
reset the mainboard

2.replace it with a new
LCDdisplay

3.replace main control board

the display screen is
streaked with

Serious dark lines

malfunction in LCD

Display

replace it with a new LCD

display

Lacking Electricity
malfunction

Because of a long no

Use electricity in,

main controller board

battery was used

up disordered data.

error out of service

message was reported

Use special clearing chip

Locking Error Keyboard is locked,
prevent the usage of
supervisor s keyboard'

Use special clearing chip

Data set disappear
or changed

unable to enter the
super user mode due
to disturbance.

Under state of ut of service?o
press button for at least3 5
seconds and press Down button,
until LCD display shows 1.3000
XXXX then press code button to,
enter digit of password In4 ,
RAM state clear data and reset
after formating RAM.

Please make sure you are clear how to settle the problems in above listed events if problems still- ,
can t be solved please contact for inquiry' , .us
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Chapter Installing a coin mechanism10

,Despite not a default configuration at factory coin mechanism is a indispensable

equipment of the vending machine which is used to accept store coins and to give changes The, .

vending machine employs the MDB protocol as the communication interface between the

( ) .VMC vending machine controller and its equipments So you should install a coin

mechanism with MDB protocol and some proper coin tubes in the vending machine.

You can select a coin mechanism either via company or from any other third partyour

whoever can offer the equipment.

You are recommended to select a coin mechanism manufactured by these equipment

providers mei compant www meiglobal com and coinco company www coinco com You can: ( . . ) ( . . ).

browse the related website for detailed information about the coin mechanism.

,Before connecting a coin mechanism with the VMC by their MDB plugs please power off the

vending machine.
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